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Abstract
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are one of today’s most prominent in-
stantiations of the ubiquituous computing paradigm. In order to achieve high
levels of integration, WSNs need to be conceived considering requirements
beyond the mere system’s functionality. While Quality-of-Service (QoS) is
traditionally associated with bit/data rate, network throughput, message de-
lay and bit/packet error rate, we believe that this concept is too strict, in
the sense that these properties alone do not reflect the overall quality-of-
service provided to the user/application. Other non-functional properties
such as scalability, security or energy sustainability must also be considered
in the system design. This paper identifies the most important non-functional
properties that affect the overall quality of the service provided to the users,
outlining their relevance, state-of-the-art and future research directions.
Key words: Wireless Sensor Networks, Quality-of-Service, Non-Functional
Properties, Cooperating Objects, Scalability, Reliability, Timeliness,
Mobility, Heterogeneity, Security, Energy-Sustainability.
1. Introduction
Today, we can find computing capabilities in everyday physical objects
as diverse as mobile phones, digital personal assistants, gaming platforms,
household appliances or cars, just to name a few examples. From the com-
putational perspective, these devices are often called embedded computing
systems, as their computing capabilities are just a component of the whole
system. With over 99% of all microprocessors produced today being used in
embedded computing systems [1], we can witness the tremendous relevance
of these systems.
The computing capability of these embedded devices is usually “hidden”
from users, but they are interacting with them and with the physical envi-
ronment. While today these devices interact with the physical environment
at unprecedented levels, an even more dramatic change is yet to come, when
these (mostly) isolated islands of computing intelligence will be seamlessly
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Figure 1: Holistic view of QoS [2]
cooperating for achieving common goals. Road vehicles will interact be-
tween them and with fixed infrastructures; humans and machines will coexist
in smart computing environments; the Internet will penetrate the physical
world via wireless sensor/actuator networks; every single “object” will be
electronically and remotely identifiable, monitorable and controllable.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) are one of today’s most prominent in-
stantiations of this ubiquituous computing paradigm. In order to achieve
these high levels of integration, WSNs need to be conceived considering re-
quirements beyond the mere system’s functionality. Properties concerning
the quality of the system are also of primary importance.
In this paper, we focus on the most relevant properties of WSNs that, al-
though not affecting their functionality, affect their behavior or performance.
These are the so-called Non-Functional Properties (NFP) and include scala-
bility, reliability, robustness, timeliness or security. By employing a broader
(than the traditional one) view of Quality-of-Service (QoS), we refer to them
as QoS properties.
QoS has been traditionally defined as a set of traffic characteristics for
a network service (such as an Internet phone call) [3]. These characteristics
may include performance-oriented as well as non-performance-oriented crite-
ria. The ITU-T (International Telecommunication Union) has created two
groups of QoS criteria for this purpose [4]. The performance-oriented group
includes parameters such as set-up delay, throughput, jitter, or probability of
dropping. The non-performance-oriented group defines the parameters cost,
priority and level of service. These do not directly affect performance of
communications, but are concerned with related matters. Traditional QoS
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Figure 2: Survey: Non Functional Properties [7]
criteria provide a view of service parameters that is very independent and
are thus limited in the way they reflect the overall QoS provided to the
user/application.
We believe that WSN calls for a broader perspective of QoS. Each WSN
application/task (which can be rather diverse [5]) must be correct, secure,
produced “on time” and with the smallest energy consumption possible.
WSNs are expected to be highly heterogeneous besides being cost-effective,
maintainable and scalable. They must also be as much “invisible” to their
users/environment as possible, to be seamlessly accepted and used at large-
scale [6]. Therefore, QoS should be seen at and addressed in a more extensive
and holistic perspective, instantiated in a wider range of properties (as illus-
trated in Figure 1), namely heterogeneity, energy-sustainability, timeliness,
scalability, reliability, mobility, security, cost-effectiveness and invisibility.
The relevance of these NFP can be inferred from the results of a recent
survey carried out by the CONET consortium. Figure 2 shows that, with
exception to heterogeneity and mobility, all these NFPs were considered of
top importance (rank 5) for at least by 50% of the interviewees. Further-
more, around 80% of the answers for every property ranked it as at least 4,
except for mobility which had around 60%. One can also note that there is
high interest in reliability/robustness issues since that property had 80% of
the answers ranking it as 5, featuring its importance for system development.
Power efficiency and energy harvesting, which we fit into the context of “En-
ergy Sustainability”, have been considered separately (chart not shown here)
and both were considered very or extremely important (4 and 5) by over 80%
of the interviewees.
This paper attempts to organize the research area and contribute to a
more integrated view of QoS. While not providing concrete solutions for
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this problem, we selected the most relevant QoS criteria and overview each
one. The paper discusses the QoS criteria individually, their relevance and
provides an introduction to the research efforts developed up to now.
Invisibility and Cost-Effectiveness are considered to be more subjective
and transversal aspects, thus are not explicitly addressed in this paper. The
term “Invisibility” is based on Mark Weisers vision [6] - ”the best com-
puter is a quiet, invisible servant”. In our context, the idea is that if
WSN systems/components are to be embedded in the environment in a
ubiquitous large-scale fashion, they should be as much invisible and envi-
ronmentally friendly (e.g. avoiding “buying new is cheaper than maintain-
ing/repairing/recharging”, or use recyclable materials and sustainable sys-
tems that are ecologically friendly). “Cost-Effectiveness” encompasses issues
such as system design/development, hardware (e.g. cost/node), deployment
and commissioning, exploration, maintenance and decommissioning.
This paper was written in synergy with the first edition of the CONET
Roadmap [7] and also with [2]. The CONET Roadmap includes a com-
plete and comprehensive survey on the current state and future directions of
research, practice, technology and applications of Cooperating Objects sys-
tems. To the authors’ best knowledge, there were no publications specifically
addressing this topic so far.
The remainder of this paper elaborates on the previously mentioned QoS
properties in WSNs. Section 2 introduces relevant concepts, terminology and
relevance of QoS attributes. Section 3 presents the state-of-the-art of research
works, practice and technology related to QoS. Section 4 presents gaps, trends
and future research directions. In Section 5, we present and analyse the
results of a survey regarding the timeline for achieving tangible results on
the research challenges presented in Section 4. Some general conclusions are
drawn in Section 6.
2. Description and Relevance
2.1. Scalability
Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) systems may involve different entities,
such as network nodes (for serving as sensors/actuators, routers/ gateways
and/or sinks/controllers), machines (e.g. roller belt, mobile robot, fridge,
traffic light) or other agents (e.g. humans, plants, animals, microscopic or-
ganisms). Depending on the deployment characteristics such as the appli-
cation, the environment or the users, a WSN system scale may dynamically
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change with time. The term “scale” may refer to the number of nodes in
the field (fewer or more nodes in the overall system), spatial density (fewer
or more nodes in a restricted area of the system), or the dimension of the
geographical region under coverage (smaller or wider, 2D or 3D). The ability
of a system to easily/transparently adapt itself to these dynamic changes in
scale is named scalability.
Scalability might be of a great importance for most WSN applications.
For instance, in an environmental monitoring application, the network may
need up to thousands of nodes in order to cover the whole area, depending
on the required sensing information granularity (more sensor density leads to
richer information, but also to more information to transmit and process) and
on the transmission range of the sensor nodes. In such a case, the deployed
network protocols must scale well with the number of nodes in a region, to
continually ensure the correct behavior of the application. In addition, the
system should adapt itself to these scale changes in a transparent way, i.e.
without requiring (or with a minimum) user intervention.
Although a very large number of processors and sensors can operate in
parallel and hence the processing and sensing capabilities increase linearly
with the number of WSN nodes, the communication capability unfortunately
does not. Due to unreliability of the radio link quality, message collisions and
to the multihop nature of communications, QoS can be severely affected by
the increase in the network scale. Therefore, WSN communication proto-
cols and mechanisms must encompass scalability. Medium Access Control
(MAC) and routing mechanisms must be scalable, otherwise problems such
as uncontrolled routing and medium access delays as well as overflow of
routing tables may occur. Scalability must also be taken into consideration
for achieving efficient data processing, aggregation, storage and querying in
WSNs, especially when large amounts of data are involved.
2.2. Timeliness
The timing behaviour inWSNs is becoming increasingly important, mainly
due to the growing tendency for a very tight integration and interaction be-
tween embedded computing devices and the physical environment, via sens-
ing and actuating actions [8]. Such “cyber-physical” systems require a re-
thinking in the usual computing and networking concepts [9], and given that
the computing entities closely interact with their environment, timeliness is
of increasing importance [10]. Timeliness represents the timing behaviour of
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a system, both in terms of computations and communications, encompass-
ing issues such as message transmission delay (how long does it take for a
message to be transmitted from source to destination, task execution time,
task and message priority, network bandwidth/throughput, etc.
Some WSN applications, or some specific tasks within an application,
might impose to be finished within a certain time limit (deadline). These are
usually referred to as “real-time” applications/tasks and require real-time
computation (requiring real-time operating systems and programming lan-
guages) and real-time communications (requiring real-time communication
protocols). For instance, in a WSN application there might be a task that
is to detect a certain event (e.g. gas leak) in a certain region and transmit
that information to a remote sink within at most 10 seconds. Note that
the timing behaviour of WSN hardware, such as sensors/actuators devices,
signal conditioning circuits and analogue-to-digital converters, must also be
considered due to its impact in monitoring/control loops.
A fundamental difficulty in designing WSN systems with real-time re-
quirements results from design principles that are usually antagonist to “tra-
ditional” real-time systems. “Traditional” real-time systems rely on the over-
allocation of resources (due to the pessimism of the analysis, e.g. Worst-Case
Execution Time), usually reducing their ability to tackle the dynamic be-
haviour of the physical phenomena. On the other hand, WSN systems based
on unattended resource-constrained nodes, must optimize resource utiliza-
tion and heavily depend on the dynamic nature of their environment. An
example is tracking the motion and evolution of a fluid (e.g. gas leak), where
the computational and communication demands change in time and space,
according to the propagation of that fluid.
2.3. Reliability/Robustness
Robustness refers to the fact that a component or a system performs
well not only under ordinary conditions, but also under abnormal conditions
that violate its designers’ assumptions. Both hardware and software system
components must be robust to be resistant and adaptive to sudden and/or
long-term changes. An algorithm/protocol (e.g. for routing, localization, mo-
bility) is robust if it continues operating correctly despite abnormalities (e.g.
in inputs, calculations) or despite the change of its operational conditions or
its network/system structure.
On the other hand, Reliability is the ability of a system or component
to perform its required functions under predefined conditions for a speci-
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fied period of time. This is especially important in WSNs, since it may be
extremely difficult or even impossible to access them again once they are de-
ployed. In such applications, nodes are expected to live as long as possible.
To achieve these high levels of reliability, WSNs must be robust and support
fault-tolerance mechanisms.
In addition, depending on the application and environment character-
istics and requirements, WSN hardware (e.g. sensors, actuators) must be
resistant to potentially harsh environmental conditions [11] [12] [13] [14]
such as vibration/mechanical impacts, high and/or low temperature, wa-
ter/humidity/moisture, dust or Radio-Frequency (RF) and Electromagnetic
Interference (EMI) sources. Moreoever, WSN nodes resource limitations and
the multi-hop nature of the communication worsen the situation. As a conse-
quence, considering robustness and reliability becomes a must in the design
process of WSNs to overcome the impact of these harsh operational condi-
tions, thus mitigating maintenance actions and maximizing system lifetime.
2.4. Mobility
Mobility will be a key issue in WSNs as at least some nodes/agents are
likely to be physically or logically moving relatively to each other. Physical
mobility mainly refers to the changes of the entity’s geographical locations
during time, such as the movement of vehicles, animals, humans. Logical mo-
bility refers to the dynamic changes in the network topology such as adding
or removing new entities to/from the system.
Mobility can be classified according to the type of mobile entity into
three classes: (1) Node mobility: (mobile nodes, node clusters, routers and
gateways), (2) Sink Mobility: (data sinks may be moving, either on purpose
(e.g. data mules) or due to the application requirements), (3) Event Mobility:
(which means that the events physically move from one location to another,
such as in event detection/tracking). Mobility can also be classified according
to other aspects (e.g. mobility speed, intra/inter-cell, etc.; please refer to [7]
(Section 3.3.5) for further details).
Mobility support significantly increases the capabilities of a WSN system,
namely: to repair or extend the network connectivity [15] [16], to balance
energy consumption, such as rotating routers closer to the sink, to adapt to
dynamic stimulus changes, such as collecting information when a sudden in-
cident occurs, or to improve the lifetime of WSNs with mobile data collectors
(”data mules”). However, in many application scenarios it is not enough that
the WSN protocol supports joining and leaving of nodes, since this process
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might lead to inadmissible network inaccessibility times (unbounded message
delays or message losses). Mobility support in WSNs is therefore a rather
heterogeneous and challenging topic.
2.5. Security
Given the interactive and pervasive nature of WSNs, security is one of
the key points for their acceptance outside the research community. In fact,
a security breach in such systems can result in severe privacy violations and
physical side effects, including property damage, injury and even death.
Security in WSNs is a more difficult long-term problem than is today in
desktop and enterprise computing. In fact, such objects that are in spatial
proximity cooperate among themselves in order to jointly execute a given
task. It follows that there is no central, trusted authority that mediates
interaction among them. Furthermore, WSNs use wireless communication
in order to simplify deployment and increase reconfigurability. So, unlike a
traditional network, an adversary with a simple radio receiver/transmitter
can easily eavesdrop as well as inject/modify packets in a wireless network.
Cost reasons cause devices to have limitations in terms of energy con-
sumption, computation, storage, and communication capabilities. This leads
to constraints on the types of security solutions that can be applied. To
further worsen this scenario, devices often lack adequate physical/hardware
support to protection and tamper-resistance. This, together with the fact
that WSNs can be deployed over a large, unattended, possibly hostile area,
implies that each device can be tampered with by a malicious subject.
Finally, the drive to provide richer functionalities, increased customizabil-
ity and flexible reconfigurability of WSNs requires the ability to dynamically
download software on them [17] [18]. In fact, traditional systems have been
designed to perform a fixed set of predefined functionalities in a well-known
operating environment. Hence, their functionality is not expected to change
during the system lifetime. This design approach can no longer be pursued
in the vast majority of applications. In order to be cost-effective and opera-
tional over time, WSNs must be reconfigurable for becoming customizable to
different operating environments and adaptable to changing operating con-
ditions. However, the need for reconfigurability acts against security as it
introduces new sources of vulnerability. Downloading malicious software (in-
cluding viruses, worms, and Trojan horses) is by far the instrument of choice
in launching security logical attacks. The magnitude of this problem will
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only worsen with the rapid increase in the software content of embedded
systems.
2.6. Heterogeneity
WSN systems will inherently be composed of heterogeneous components,
therefore heterogeneity must be appropriately considered both pre-run-time
(at design time) and during system operation (e.g. for system management
and maintenance). In the context of this paper, heterogeneity is considered
in a broad perspective and at different levels, namely:
• heterogeneity in networking hardware/software: sensor/actuator-level
nodes (different motes, RFID, MEMS) and communication protocols,
higher-level nodes (e.g. gateways) and communication protocols, sys-
tem and network planning/management;
• heterogeneity in embedded system nodes hardware/software architecture
: sensors and sensor boards, design diversity, calibration, operating sys-
tems and programming languages for resource-constrained networked
embedded systems, middleware;
• heterogeneity in cyber/pervasive/host computing devices: HMIs (in gen-
eral), wearable computers, mobile phones, PDAs, HMDs, mobile robots,
transportation vehicles and other industrial (or other) machinery;
• heterogeneity in applications/services/user-perspective: many applica-
tions/services may be provided by the same networking infrastructure,
different human users, eventually with different roles.
The integration of heterogeneous Cooperating Objects featuring different
embedded information processing and communication capabilities has a huge
number of application possibilities. Furthermore, WSNs featuring heteroge-
neous hardware offer the additional advantage of exploiting the complemen-
tarities and specialisation of each object. Nevertheless, it must be highlighted
that system design/management complexity grows (even more than linearly)
with heterogeneity.
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2.7. Energy Sustainability
Particularly in larger-scale WSNs, most of the nodes must be energetically
self-sustainable, as maintenance actions such as battery recharge/replacement
may not be feasible or at least not convenient. Current WSN nodes rely on
small batteries with a very restricted energy budget. Moreover, batteries
with reasonable form factor and cost do not yield the lifetime required by
most applications, despite recent technological advances [19].
Energy-efficiency has been a major focus of research since the dawn of the
WSN paradigm and witnessed significant advancements over the last decade.
Energy efficiency can be defined as the ratio of the amount of work done to
the amount of energy consumed. Thus, using less energy to perform the same
amount of work or performing more work from the same energy input can be
defined as an efficiency gain. However, efficiency alone is not enough to re-
duce energy consumption. This is why several techniques have been proposed
to maximize the lifetime of battery-powered WSN nodes. These techniques
aim at energy conservation, which can be defined as reducing energy con-
sumption through a reduction in the amount of work done. Conservation
schemes leave the ratio of the amount of work done to energy consumption
unchanged and so do not affect efficiency.
Efficiency and conservation, even in combination, prolong the lifetime of
a WSN system, but cannot turn it “perpetual”. Therefore, energy must be
collected from the surrounding environment in order to supplement or even
replace batteries [20][21]. The process of extracting energy from the ambient
environment and converting it into consumable electrical energy is generally
known as energy harvesting (or energy scavenging). Energy harvesting, along
with energy efficiency and energy conservation, are the available means to
enable nodes self-sustainability and to prolong system lifetime, and can all
be framed within the broader concept of “Energetic Sustainability”.
3. State of the art
3.1. Scalability
Although the new paradigm of WSNs was coined over one decade ago
and lots of research has been done in this area, real-world WSNs applica-
tions are still of insignificant number and particularly of insignificant scale.
To our best knowledge, real (academic-driven and temporary) WSN deploy-
ments were only up to a few hundred (e.g. VigilNet, [22]) to one thousand
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nodes (ExScal, [23]). Reasons for the non-existence of large-scale applica-
tions include the lack of standards and mature and cost-effective technolo-
gies for WSNs. Some considerations about the current state of research in
scalability-related aspects are presented next.
A typical strategy for supporting WSN scalability relies on the use of
hierarchical (or tiered) network architectures, e.g. cluster-based (e.g. [24],
[25] or [26]), hexagonal ([27]) or heterogenous-protocols (e.g. [28], [29]). The
underlying philosophy in these communication architectures is to have a more
powerful (e.g. higher energy capacity, radio coverage and bit rate) network
technologies working as a backbone for less powerful (sub)networks at the
sensor/actuator level.
In [30], the authors proposed the use of a two-tiered WSN architecture for
structural health monitoring. This is a GSM-like architecture that divides
the monitored area into several clusters. Each cluster is managed by a local
master that handles the communication using a TDMA-like protocol inside
the cluster. This approach lacks scalability inside each cluster due to the
TDMA inherent limitations. Also, this architecture is entirely dependent
on the presence of a local master to ensure communications, which is not
suitable for WSNs. In fact, for a large-scale network, this architecture is
unpractical since the number of local master’s increases linearly with the
number of deployed nodes, resulting in a significant increase of the overall
cost.
In [29], the authors proposed using a gateway as a portal where every
WSN node is identified by an IP address, allowing direct and individual
access. However, there is no mobility support and the handling of very
large networks may become a difficult task. In [31], the authors proposed a
multiple-tiered architecture relying on a IEEE 802.11/WiFi-based backbone
and a IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee-based sensor/actuator network. Though there
is a concern on supporting QoS in IEEE 802.15.4/ZigBee-based WSNs, espe-
cially on supporting both best-effort and real-time traffic, there are still many
open issues, specially on the interoperability with the backbone network.
Some commercial solutions are available (e.g. from Digi, ScatterWeb,
SensiNode and CrossBow) to interface WSNs to IP/Internet, therefore fos-
tering scalability. However, QoS properties (such as timeliness) are basically
neglected. The IETF 6loWPAN group is driving IPv6 over IEEE 802.15.4,
aiming at scaling up Internet into the “smart objects” level. This solution
might be interesting for WSN applications with scalability and interoper-
ability requirements, provided that 6loWPAN supports the required levels of
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QoS.
Recent findings on wireless dominance-based MAC protocols (like the one
used in the Controller Area Network [32]) provide unprecedented advantages
for WSNs, since aggregate computations can be performed with a complexity
that is independent of the number of sensing nodes [33].
3.2. Timeliness
Real-time issues have only recently drawn attention from the “wireless
sensor networks” scientific community [10]. However, the timing behaviour
of WSNs will be of increasing importance for many applications: real world
processes and phenomena often require real-time data acquisition and pro-
cessing [8]. Some examples include mission critical applications, such as
early warning systems for natural disasters or contamination (forest fires,
earthquakes, tsunamis, radiation, etc.), critical infrastructures monitoring
(e.g. bridges, tunnels, energy grid) or support for emergency interventions
(firemen, doctors at a hospital etc.).
In this context, it is crucial that WSN resources are predicted in advance,
to support the prospective applications with a pre-defined timeliness. Thus,
it is mandatory to have adequate methodologies to dimension network re-
sources in such a way that the system behaves as expected [10]. However,
the provision of timeliness guarantees has always been considered as very
challenging due to the usually severe limitations of WSN nodes, such as the
ones related to their energy, computational and communication capabilities,
in addition to the large-scale nature of WSNs. So, adequate mechanisms must
be devised for dimensioning WSN resources in order to guarantee a minimum
timeliness performance. Actually, the evaluation of the performance limits of
WSNs is a crucial task, particularly when the network is expected to operate
under worst-case conditions [34].
Real-time communications over sensor networks are mostly achieved through
deterministic routing and MAC (Medium Access Control) protocols. Most of
the MAC protocols developed to support deadline requirement in the context
of WSN are designed around some TDMA-based scheme. Indeed, TDMA
protocols have very appealing characteristics for this context, such as being
inherently collision-free, having the possibility of scheduling transmit/receive
times, and consequently being very power efficient.
Common to all TDMA-based protocols is the requirement that nodes have
the same time reference. This is a notably difficult problem, that has been
addressed in a number of ways. The simplest approach is to use some type of
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global clock. This can be achieved, for example, using GPS. However, GPS
requires power hungry receivers, and does not perform well indoors. The
synchronization problem was also tackled using distributed algorithms that
distribute/exchange clock information. There are several such time synchro-
nization schemes in the research literature, where some of the most salient
of these, providing good accuracy, are RBS [35], TPSN [36] or FTSP [37].
Notably, the work in [38] is the only practical synchronization strategy that
does not require nodes to construct a hierarchical organization, but it can
take an unbounded number of broadcasts to achieve synchronization.
Some examples of TDMA-baed MAC protocols are TRAMA [39], RT-
Link [40], PEDAMACS [41], or I-EDF [42]. This last work ([42]) is interesting
in that it implements the EDF algorithm when accessing the medium. It is
based on the assumption that all nodes know the traffic on the other nodes
that compete for the medium and all these nodes execute the EDF scheduling
algorithm. Unfortunately, this algorithm is based on the assumption that
a node knows the arrival time of messages on other nodes, thus nodes be
placed in static cells, and channel assignment needs to be carefully handled
to avoid interference between neighbor cells. The Dual-mode real-time MAC
protocol [43] is similar to I-EDF in the respect that it is also based on a
cellular structure, where each cell has a different channel. This MAC protocol
([43]) has two modes: protected and unprotected. The unprotected mode
is used while no collisions are detected, after which the protected mode is
started. The protected mode is a typical TDMA scheme.
The MAC layer in IEEE 802.15.4 [44] has several operating modes. For
the purpose of this section (supporting messages with deadline requirements
in wireless ad-hoc networks) the most interesting mode is the beacon-enabled
mode, where nodes organize themselves in a Personal Area Network (PAN),
and a coordinator (called the PAN coordinator) organizes channel access and
data transmissions in a structure called the superframe.A thorough review of
IEEE 802.15.4 in the context of supporting messages with deadline require-
ments in WSN can be found in [45]. The GTS allocation mechanism was also
subject of several studies that address the throughput and delay guarantees
provided by this mechanism [46], and energy/delay trade-offs [47]. To over-
come the maximum limit of seven GTS allowed, in [48] the authors propose
i-Game, an implicit GTS allocation mechanism that enables the use of a GTS
by several nodes.
At the routing layer, timeliness has been address by several works (e.g. [49,
50, 51, 52]). Other works have also employed hierarchical network/topological
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models such as hexagonal, grid or cluster-tree (e.g. [53], [54], [27], [28], [55]).
3.3. Reliability/Robustness
There are different fault-management techniques for ”traditional” dis-
tributed systems [56]: 1) fault prevention, to avoid or prevent faults; 2) fault
detection, to use different metrics to collect symptoms of possible faults; 3)
fault isolation, to correlate different types of fault indications received from
the network, and propose various fault hypotheses; 4) fault identification, to
test each of the proposed hypotheses in order to precisely localize and identify
faults; 5) fault recovery, to treat faults, i.e., reverse their adverse effects.
Most fault avoidance techniques in WSNs operate in the network layer by
adding redundancy in routing paths and sometimes enabling load balancing
and congestion control. Some proposals are GRAB [57], Node-Disjoint Mul-
tipath [58], and Braided Multipath [58]. Fault prevention techniques prevent
faults from happening by (1) ensuring full network coverage and connectivity
at the design and deployment stages as proposed in [59] [60] [61], (2) con-
stantly monitoring network status and triggering reactive actions if deemed
necessary, or (3) enforcing redundancy in the data delivery path, hoping that
at least one of the paths will survive.
Network monitoring, as in traditional distributed systems, provides a
fundamental support for efficient fault detection and identification, either in
passive (observing the traffic already present in the network to infer network
condition) or active (probes injected into the network or relying on reports
from the nodes) modes. Monitored network parameters include: (1) Node
Status, concerning node’s energy level, e.g. eScan [62] or energy map [63]; (2)
Link Quality, enabling higher level protocols to adapt by changing routing
structures as in [12]; (3) Congestion Level, by observing the buffer length
as proposed in [64] and in CODA [65]; (4) Packet Loss, to be used as an
indicator of faults, e.g. PSFQ [66] and GARUDA [67].
Upon detecting abnormal situations, fault isolation and identification will
diagnose the causes. For instance, when a sink does not hear from a particular
part of the routing tree, it is unknown whether it is due to failure of a key
routing node, or failure of all nodes in a region. Sympathy [68] determines
whether the cause of failure is in node health, bad connectivity/connection,
or at the sink by, using an empirical decision tree.
Faults can be recovered independently of applications, like CODA [65].
However, this type of application-independent recovery does not differenti-
ate between important (e.g., a new report) and unimportant packets (e.g.,
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redundant reports, control packets). On the other hand, application aware
fault tolerant protocols try to achieve application specified metrics (e.g., the
percentage of distinct packets delivered), which requires the nodes to analyze
packets and take different actions based on packet types.
There are different proposals for ensuring reliability in data collection in
upstream communications, according to the data collection mode (raw or
aggregated data). ESRT [64], PERG [69] and TAG [70]are some examples.
Also, for downstream communications, other techniques were already pro-
posed in the literature. PSFQ [66], GARUDA [67], and ReACT [71] are
among the most popular.
In order to provide a higher level solution for fault-tolerance, fault-management
frameworks with complete management infrastructures and information mod-
els have been also proposed (e.g. Digest [72], SNMS [73], AgletBus [74],
MANNA [75]), which can be complemented with previous discussed ap-
proaches to achieve better performance.
3.4. Mobility
Mobility management has long been addressed for different types of com-
puter networks, such as IP-based [76, 77], MANETs [78] or cellular [79]
networks. Nevertheless, WSN characteristics such as scale (number of nodes
and coverage area), node resource constraints and the fact that WSNs are
usually supposed to detect/track physical phenomena, impose a rethinking
of the mobility management paradigm.
In most WSNs literature, topology dynamics results mainly from nodes
failure rather than from the mobility of nodes (sensors or sinks), i.e. WSN
nodes (and the physical topology) are assumed to be static during runtime.
Most WSN architectures/protocols support joining and leaving of nodes (e.g.
ZigBee). Nevertheless, they react to topological changes by dropping the bro-
ken paths and computing new ones, thus resulting in network inaccessibility
times that lead to message delay/loss. Although several WSN architectures
have explored the use of mobility for data collection (e.g. [80]), target track-
ing (e.g. [81]) or repairing network connectivity (e.g. [82, 16]), no guarantees
are given on timely data delivery. Some other works on mobility in WSNs
(e.g. [83, 84]) reflect incomplete results.
Mobility scenario generation models enable to test mobility in WSNs.
They are often based on stochastic models [85], taking into account mobility
parameters such as speed, movement direction, radio propagation models
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and presence of obstacles. BonnMotion [86] is an example of a tool to create
and analyze mobility scenarios that can feed several network simulators.
Mobility support greatly impacts WSN lower protocol layers design and
particularly MAC and routing mechanisms, for two main reasons: first,
mobility involves topological changes that may affect algorithms that need
to tune some parameters according to the density of nodes in the con-
tention area. Second, MAC algorithms based on medium reservation may
fail in case of mobility, since the reservation procedures usually assume static
nodes. For instance, algorithms based on the Request-To-Send/Clear-To-
Send (RTS/CTS) handshake for medium reservation may fail because either
the corresponding nodes move outside the mutual coverage range after the
handshake or external nodes get into the contention area and start trans-
mitting without being aware of the medium reservation. Nevertheless, some
MAC algorithms can self-adapt to topological changes resulting from nodes
mobility (e.g. [87, 88]), but at the expense of higher energy consumption and
medium access delay.
Generally speaking, many routing algorithms are able to cope with topol-
ogy dynamics resulting from nodes mobility. However, most of them react
to topology variations by dropping the broken paths and computing new
ones from scratch, thus incurring in performance degradation. In particu-
lar, mobility may strongly affect cluster-based algorithms, due to the high
cost of maintaining the cluster-architecture over a set of mobile nodes. Some
routing algorithms specifically designed for networks with slow mobile nodes
(e.g. GAF [89], TTDD [90]) attempt to estimate the nodes trajectories. The
SPIN [91] family of protocols seems well-suited for environments where the
sensors are mobile, since forwarding decisions are based on local neighbour-
hood information.
Another relevant issue is how well WSN nodes are able to estimate radio
link quality, since usually handoff is performed when the current radio link
quality is over passed by the link quality of an adjacent cell or cluster. The
problem is that radio links cannot be identified just as ”good” or ”bad”.
There is a ”transitional region” that leads to very variable quality and sym-
metry properties and is not adequately characterized by current link quality
estimators [92].
3.5. Security
On the communication side, low power and low bit rate wireless networks
suitable for WSN systems are the focus of an industrial consortium [93], IEEE
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standard [94], and research community [95]. These proposals address mul-
tiple embedded devices and control of them from authenticated principals.
They also propose solutions for preventing usage of the WSN by external
principals. While ZigBee and IEEE 802.15.4 took the stance that crypto-
graphic hardware support is needed (e.g. CC2420), TinySec has shown that
with sufficient engineering effort, it is possible to encrypt and authenticate all
communications entirely in software, without special hardware, at a cost of
5− 10% performance loss [95]. TinySec has also proven that the advantages
introduced by cryptographic hardware support are limited with respect to
its costs both financial and in terms of increased power consumption.
In all these secure communication proposals a crucial problem is how
devices can establish a shared secret cryptographic key. This is the clas-
sical key agreement problem that has been extensively investigated in gen-
eral networks. This problem becomes non trivial in WSNs for the following
reasons. The public-key agreement schemes used in general networks (e.g.,
Diffie-Hellman) are not suitable for wireless sensor networks due to the lim-
ited computational abilities ofsensor nodes. Furthermore, pre-distribution of
secret keys for all pairs of nodes is not viable due to the large amount of
memory this requires when the network size is large. Finally, resorting to
centralized trusted third-party (e.g., Kerberos) is not suitable for WSN due
to the communication overhead it would cause.
The main approaches to pair-wise key establishment in WSNs are based
on pre-deployment. All these approaches move from the observation that, in
the most general case, WSN deployment is a random process and thus deter-
ministically predicting the set of neighbors is not possible. In order to solve
this problem Eschenauer and Gligor propose a random key pre-distribution
scheme and show that, by adjusting the parameters of the scheme, key-
establishment probability can be sufficiently great, nodes can set up keys
with sufficiently many nodes, and the network becomes fully connected [96].
The main weakness of this approach is that an attacker who compromises
a sufficiently number of nodes could reconstruct the key set and break the
scheme. In LEAP+, Zhu et al. assume that a sensor node is able to resist
an attack for a short period of time (say several seconds) when captured by
an adversary and propose a scheme in which a shared secret is pre-deployed
in every node [97]. The disadvantage of this scheme is that newly deployed
nodes cannot establish a secure channel with those already deployed.
Recently, Malan et al. have shown that a purely software implementation
of the Diffie-Hellman key establishment based on Elliptic Curve Cryptogra-
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phy (ECC) over F2p for sensor nodes on 8-bit, 7.3828 MHz MICA2 mote is
indeed feasible [98].
In-network processing is a fundamental technique for elaborating the
wealth of data provided by WSNs in an efficient and scalable way. In order
to efficiently support this technique while guaranteeing security, pair-wise
security is not adequate because it would ensue too many pair-wise encryp-
tions and decryptions. Thus, it is more convenient to organize sensor nodes
in a group and distribute a group key to all group members which use it to
encrypt and decrypt messages. The challenge here consists in securely and
efficiently revoking and distributing group keys upon joining and leaving of
nodes [99]. Several group key management systems have been proposed so
far aimed at reducing the overhead of group key management [97, 100, 101].
Younis et al. suggest a dynamic combinatorial grouping strategy [101]. Zhu
et al. group neighbouring sensor nodes and iteratively merge groups up to es-
tablish network-wide shared key [97]. S2RP provides a dynamic, scalable and
efficient group rekeying by integrating in a novel way two basic mechanisms,
namely Logical Key Hierarchy [102] and Lamport’s one time passwords [103].
A related problem is authenticated broadcast , a fundamental security ser-
vice that enables a sender to broadcast critical data and/or commands to
sensor nodes in an authenticated way. Due to the resource constraints on
WSN nodes, traditional broadcast authentication techniques based on digital
signatures are not viable. Perrig et al. developed µTESLA for broadcast au-
thentication in WSNs based on symmetric cryptography, which removes the
dependence on public key cryptography [104]. Several multi-level µTESLA
schemes have been later proposed to extend the capability of the original
µTESLA protocol. A relevant example is reported in [105].
3.6. Heterogeneity
Almost no work has been tackling heterogeneity in WSNs. In our per-
spective, one of the most important reasons is that the number of WSN
deployments so far is almost insignificant, particularly concerning real-world
applications.
WSN nodes currently span over a large range of types, from MEMS
(MicroElectroMEchanical Systems, e.g. for accelerometers), passive RFIDs
(Radio-Frequecy Identifiers, e.g. for inventory), active RFIDs (e.g. for toll
charge), ”general-purpose” motes (e.g. Mica, Telos, FireFly) to more power-
ful nodes for routing/gateway or processing/control (e.g. iMote, SunSPOT,
Stargate). The integration of Radio-frequency Identifier (RFID) technology
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with Wireless Sensor Networks has been accepted to provide a symbiotic
solution that leads to improved system performance. The growing conver-
gence between WSN and RFID nodes technology (particularly active RFIDs,
whose computation and communications modules are battery-powered) has
been turning the frontier between these heterogeneous technologies increas-
ingly undefined.
Also, different types of sensors and sensor boards may be used for mea-
suring different physical parameters, adding complexity to the WSN system
(e.g. calibration). ”Design diversity”, i.e. using heterogeneous components
to perform the same task (e.g. measuring the same physical parameter with
two different types of sensors or performing the same computation using two
different processors), is usually required in critical applications. Different
operating systems and programming languages (particularly for resource-
constrained networked embedded systems) might also be required. Also
middleware (e.g. for security or fault tolerance) might be quite heteroge-
neous. Solutions for supporting these different levels of heterogeneity have
not been achieved yet, particularly for large-scale systems.
Communication protocols might also be heterogeneous, both in horizontal
and vertical perspectives. Some solutions are available for achieving interop-
erability between sensor/actuator-level network protocols in process control
and automation industry (e.g. PROFIBUS, ASi, FF, HART, DeviceNet,
ModBus), in automotive systems (e.g. CAN, FlexRay, TTP, LIN, MOST)
or in building automation (e.g. EIB/KNX, LonWorks, HomePlug). The
interoperability between these and higher-level networks, such as the In-
ternet has also been achieved through adequate gateway-like devices. How-
ever, the large-scale nature of emerging networked embedded systems impose
new networking architectures based on wireless communications, both at the
sensor/actuator-level (e.g. IEEE 802.15.4, ZigBee, IEEE 802.15.6 (Body
Sensor Networks), 6loWPAN, Bluetooth Low Power, ISA SP100 or Wire-
lessHART) and at backbone levels (e.g. WiFi/WiGig, WiMAX). Tangible
results on this interoperability between wireless protocols are not available
yet.
3.7. Energy sustainability
Several techniques regarding sensor networks have been proposed to max-
imize the lifetime of battery-powered wireless sensor nodes. In [106] the au-
thors identify three main enabling techniques used for energy conservation
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in wireless sensor networks: duty cycling, data driven, and mobility. The de-
sign principles behind them and their features are presented in the referred
survey, however for a complete set of networking protocols the reader is re-
ferred to [107]. While all these techniques optimize and adapt energy usage
to maximize the lifetime of energy reservoirs, the lifetime remains bounded
and finite. Thus, further enhancements have to be done, especially regarding
energy harvesting, to accomplish perpetual operation [108][109].
A comprehensive review of the many possible sources of energy that could
potentially be harnessed is given in [110]. Among the currently most feasible
are photonic, mechanical and thermal differentials. Solar-energy harvesting is
based on the well-known principle of photovoltaic conversion, which provides
high power densities, making it the best-suited choice to power wireless out-
door applications (e.g. ZebraNet, Trio, SHiMmer, etc.). A solution to power
indoor routers was proposed in [111]. This approach revealed several weak-
nesses that enhance the need for further research on this area. In [112] several
motes are reviewed and AmbiMax is presented as a new solution that uses
both a solar panel and a wind generator to charge a supercapacitor based
energy storage system. The need for multiple power sources is mentioned
in [113] and a well successful approach is exploited in the multi-powered
platform for precision agriculture proposed in [114]. In the cited example,
besides a solar panel and a wind turbine, a small size hydrogenerator has
been introduced as a way to harvest the energy of water-flow in irrigation
pipes.
Mechanical energy from vibrations or movements is present almost every-
where and it can be transformed into useful electrical power by any kind of
electromechanical transduction. Piezoelectric, electrostatic, and electromag-
netic devices habe been widely investigated and several companies now offer
commercially miniature mechanical harvesters delivering sufficient power for
sensor operating in an industrial environment [115]. However, researchers
have not yet overcome difficulties encountered for body-powered applications
[116], which require MEMS devices.
Temperature differences between various objects (natural and industrial)
are also freely available within the environment. Manufacturing applications,
where heat is a by-product of the manufacturing process, are typically ideal
applications for thermal energy harvesting. Several companies (e.g. Micro-
pelt, Nextreme and Thermolife) are already commercializing thermoelectric
generators that can exploit those scenarios. Despite their high cost and low
efficiency, due to their reliability and absence of moving parts, there has been
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a growing interest in the generation of power from body heat [117], as a means
to power wearable devices. Further research is needed on nanostructured ma-
terials and multilayers, in order to optimize thermoelectric properties [118],
as well as on miniaturization using micromachining [119].
4. Roadmap
4.1. Scalability
From the very beginning of WSN research, the scientific community has
been aware of the importance of building scalable systems. Although there
were some research efforts where WSNs of a few hundreds (e.g. [22]) to
one thousand nodes ([23]) were deployed, WSN with tens or hundreds of
thousands of nodes are still a vision.
Hierarchical (multiple-tiered, clustered) architectures are a well-known
and proven principle to make computer networks scale, bringing advantages
such as: the communication latency increases very slowly with distance
(timeliness), the cost per node is approximately the same as the one of the
cheapest nodes (cost-efficiency) and it is easy to manage “sleep schedules” for
nodes (energy-efficiency). Though eventually leading to more complex net-
work architectures, the multiple-tiered architectural solution that we dubbed
“heterogenous-protocols” seems the most promising for supporting scalability
without compromising other QoS metrics (e.g. throughput, delay, reliabil-
ity). In this case, the communication architecture is composed of a more
powerful (e.g. higher energy capacity, radio coverage and bit rate) network
technologies serving as a backbone to less powerful (sub)networks at the sen-
sor/actuator level. Communication technologies such as the ones referred in
Section 3.6 must be explored as potential candidates for these architectures.
Algorithms such as MAC, routing, data processing/aggregation and con-
gestion control have been developed to operate as far as possible at different
network scales, especially envisaging large scale systems. However, existing
approaches are still far away from the desired scalability, so requiring further
investigation. New algorithms might be either designed from scratch or based
on (adapting) already available ones. Just as an example, dominance-based
MAC protocols for WSNs may be explored in a way that the time complex-
ity in the computation of aggregate quantities becomes independent of the
number of nodes [33].
Larger scale may also mean more information sinks, depending on the
application. While this can lead to a more complex design and system
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architecture (e.g. concerning routing), it might also be beneficial in some
other perspectives. The existence of multiple geographically distributed sinks
might ease the load balancing task, reducing the amount of “bottlenecks” in
the WSN. A multiple-tiered architecture may be seen as a particular case of
“multiple sinks”, since data converges to separate “sink” nodes that may act
as gateways to a higher level network.
4.2. Timeliness
As already referred the “big” challenge in large-scale WSN systems is
to optimize all QoS properties simultaneously, knowing a priori that some
(most) of them are contradictory. In what concerns “Timeliness”, we point
to the following research directions:
• explore hierarchical network architectures and models, particularly try-
ing to merge interesting features from more “mesh-like” (probabilistic
MAC/routing, but more flexible, scalable and redundant) and more
“clustered-like” approaches (deterministic MAC/routing, but less flex-
ible and redundant, synchronization is complex), to grab the “best of
both worlds”;
• design protocols and algorithms in an optimized cross-layered approach;
analyse trade-offs in terms of flexibility and interoperability, since the
software structure becomes more difficult to update and maintain; for
example, explore how prioritized MAC schemes can be used to com-
pute aggregated computations, in a way that time-complexity becomes
independent of the number of nodes;
• consider timeliness (and real-time) both at the node level (hardware
and software) and at the network level ; the timing performance of
a WSN depends on node hardware design, on the operating system
(if any), programming language and style, as well as on the network
protocol; in this line, investigate existing operating systems (OSs) for
resource-constrained embedded systems, specially the most widely used
(e.g. TinyOS and Contiki) in a way to support real-time features (pre-
emption, priority inheritance mechanism) existing in other OSs (e.g.
nano-RK and ERIKA);
• investigate whether the classical approaches of embedded real-time sys-
tems still apply (such as formal WCET analysis, synchronous lan-
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guages), despite their strong resource limitations, or if more probabilistic-
oriented approaches must be followed; these probabilistic models must
consider the peculiarities of resource-constrained devices, particularly
considering the probability of transmission errors (e.g. radio link qual-
ity must be correctly estimated) and thus of message retransmissions;
one approach is to associate a confidence level with each guaranteed de-
lay bound to quantify the uncertainty on the guaranteed delay bound;
• design innovative MAC mechanisms for improving timeliness, reliabil-
ity and energy-efficiency (e.g. for mitigating the hidden-node problem,
to avoid “idle/waste” times during nodes power on; using scheduling
techniques for nodes efficiently sharing TDMA slots), guaranteeing an
optimal trade-off between flexibility and complexity;
• investigate on distributed and dynamic resource allocation schemes for
synchronized WSNs, where resources (e.g. bandwidth and memory)
must be adequately allocated depending of the physical/logical net-
work changes (e.g. a critical event); centralized adaptive synchroniza-
tion induces a significant amount of computation and communication
overheads, which may be unsuitable for WSNs.
• build appropriate system planning and network dimensioning tools to be
able to achieve optimal trade-offs between QoS properties, particularly
for timeliness;
4.3. Reliability/Robustness
As outlined in section 3.3, WSN hardware must be designed to be resis-
tant to harsh environmental and usage conditions and no to harm the flora,
fauna or the ecological structure of the environment (e.g. batteries), hence
this aspect must be taken into consideration. The increasing tendency for
miniaturization, instantiated in technologies such as RFID (Radio-Frequency
Identification), MEMS (Microelectromechanical Systems) or SoC/NoC (Sys-
tems/Networks on Chip) and for reduction of cost per node should not com-
promise (or at least at a reduced level) hardware robustness. Actually, the
trends for integrating sensing, processing, memory, communication and me-
chanical functionalities in a single chip may even be explored to improve
hardware robustness.
Common practices for robust software/algorithms can be allied with a
careful resource management for improved system robustness and in general
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to higher reliability, e.g.: 1) writing “generic” code that can accommodate a
wide range of situations and thereby avoid having to insert extra code into it
just to handle special cases (code added just for special cases is often buggier
than other code, and stability problems can become particularly frequent
and/or severe from the interactions among several such sections of code); 2)
using formal techniques, such as fuzz testing, to test algorithms since this
type of testing involves invalid or unexpected inputs/stimulus; 3) providing
each application with its own memory area and prevent it from interfering
with the memory areas of other applications or of the kernel.
Although the faul-tolerance techniques enumerated in section 3.3 are
promising in terms of robustness and energy efficiency, further research is
needed to address the scalability and network dynamics in designing fault-
tolerant mechanisms. Some interesting topics to address in the future are:
• when faults occur in WSNs, MAC and routing protocols must accom-
modate the formation of new links and routes to the destination, trans-
port protocols must adaptively decide how to retransmit, and applica-
tion layer protocols must determine which part of the missing data is
critical and what level of loss is tolerable; therefore, multiple levels of
redundancy may be needed and a cross-layer approach exploring the
interactions among different protocol layers is desirable.
• the mechanisms presented in 3.3 only consider reliability (logical cor-
rectness) of data delivery as a performance metric; trade-offs with other
QoS metrics must be considered as well;
• the presence of faults in WSNs introduces uncertainty into standard
operations such as answering queries, as data should not be extracted
in a purely best-effort manner, but be produced with a clearly defined
formal meaning; for instance, if only a subset of the sensor readings
satisfies the application query, the network only reports part of the
readings filtered by the query; however, the sink does not know whether
the remaining reports were not received due to network faults or be-
cause results were filtered by the query; if a metric is defined to indicate
the completeness of the returned answer, the sink would be better in-
formed; therefore, it is essential to develop informative quality metrics
for sensor applications (network semantics).
Most fault management techniques in WSNs have been integrated with
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application requirements [120]. Design of a generic fault management tech-
nique for WSNs must take into account a wide variety of applications with
diverse needs, different sources of faults, and various network configurations.
In addition, scalability, mobility, and timeliness may also have to be consid-
ered.
4.4. Mobility
Most network protocols support joining and leaving of nodes. Never-
theless, they react to topological changes by dropping the broken paths and
computing new ones, thus resulting in network inaccessibility times that lead
to message delays and losses. Although some WSN architectures have ex-
plored the use of mobile data collectors (data mules), which collect data
from the sensor nodes and deliver it to the sinks, there are no guarantees
on timely data delivery. In contrast, critical applications such as patient
monitoring, factory automation or intelligent transportation systems require
strict bounds on latency and guaranteed data delivery. In this context, co-
ordination among mobile nodes is required, thus an important challenge is
how a WSN can compute, in a distributed way, the path that a mobile node
should follow. This path can be updated depending on the changes of the
environment (e.g. mobility of observers, other WSNs or the phenomenon).
Mobility may be particularly difficult to support in cluster-based WSN
architectures, due to the cost for maintaining clusters with a set of mobile
nodes. Therefore, mobility management mechanisms for cluster-based WSNs
must be carefully designed. MAC and routing protocols must also be adap-
tive to dynamic changes resulting from mobility, as they must transparently
readapt to node number and density changes.
Mobility management mechanisms must be designed based on realistic
(real-world) models, derived from real-world data. Mobility speed, obstacles,
radio link quality and propagation models, network scale, network density
and network partitioning are important factors that must be considered. For
instance, an efficient mobility management mechanism greatly depends on
how far the nodes are able to estimate radio link quality (usually handoff
is performed when the current radio link quality is overpassed by the link
quality of an adjacent cell or cluster). Recent studies show that radio links
cannot be identified just as “good” or “bad”. There is a “transitional region”
that can lead to very variable quality and symmetry properties, which is yet
to be fully and adequately characterized.
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Mobility models and benchmarks should be used to evaluate communi-
cation protocols and middleware approaches. While most simulation tools
for WSNs lack mobility support (eventually due to the lack of protocols with
mobility support), future simulators for WSN systems should encompass mo-
bility support and be based on the previously referred realistic models.
The design of a mobility management mechanism fully depends on the
existence or not of a localization mechanism (this may impact routing de-
cisions as well). Location information may be quite benefitial for better
mobility support, but may also have a negative impact on network manage-
ment, energy-efficiency and cost. Consequently, localization mechanisms that
are scalable, distributed, accurate, cost-effective and energy-efficient must be
devised.
In summary, future research should focus on supporting transparent,
seamless, energy-efficient, real-time and reliable mobility management mech-
anisms in WSNs.
4.5. Security
The topics addressed in Section 3.5 have achieved important results but
they have not yet reached an adequate level of maturity. Actually, we need
a secure and efficient key distribution mechanism that is resilient to node
compromise, allows incremental deployment and scales to large networks. In
this context, we expect to see research in more efficient public-key schemes,
e.g., elliptic curves, hardware support for public-key cryptography [121], and
efficiently and securely engineering elliptic curve cryptography for real world
implementation [122].
The deployment of WSN in unattended, often hostile, environments makes
it easier for an adversary to gain physical (not only logical) access to these
devices. An adversary can physically capture an object, tamper with it, and
have it behave maliciously. The compromise of even a single node may be
sufficient to completely compromise the whole routing service [123]. Com-
pletely preventing this risk by means of tamper-resistant hardware does not
seem viable because strong tamper-resistance is too expensive and not always
absolutely safe. Thus the challenge is to build networks that can operate cor-
rectly even in the presence of several compromised nodes, at least up to a
certain threshold. A possible direction consists in tolerating compromized
nodes by exploiting the network redundancy and the knowledge of the phys-
ical environment. Interesting results have been achieved both in the context
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of secure routing [124] and secure aggregation [125], but this remains a con-
tinuining overall challenge.
Another direction consists on program integrity verification, a technique
enables to remotely verify the integrity of the program residing in each de-
vice whenever the device joins the network or has experienced a long service
blockage. Software-based approaches to program integrity verification have
been proposed for sensor networks [126, 127]. However, these approaches
provide security under the assumption of a limited adversary. More research
is thus necessary to overcome these limitations. In addition, efficient hard-
ware support for integrity verification could be useful in order to make the
integrity verification procedure more difficult to simulate and to indissolubly
link the execution of such a procedure with the node under verification.
”Traditional” network QoS and network security have been considered as
separate entities and research in these areas have largely proceeded indepen-
dently. However, security impacts overall QoS and it is therefore essential
to consider both security and QoS together when designing protocols for ad
hoc environments as one impacts the other. The research community has re-
cently acknowledged this gap. Some initial and promising results have been
obtained [128, 129] but the topic is still in its infancy.
WSNs are more ubiquitous and pervasive than the Internet and therefore
they tend to be a more invasive from the user privacy point of view. The
Zigbee consortium [93] and the IEEE 802.15.4 [94] propose solutions aimed
at preventing an unauthorized principal from accessing the WSN. However,
these solutions reflect the perspective of a network administrator. A key
challenge is to provide solutions that reflect the standpoint of the user, the
ultimate owner of such a private information. The main challenges here are
security and usability, On the one hand we need mechanisms that allow a
user to retain control on who has access to his/her information On the other
hand, these mechanisms must be usable by a normal computer-illiterate user.
From this standpoint, Johnson and Stajano have made a preliminary work
in the smart-home context [130]. However, more research is necessary.
4.6. Heterogeneity
As can be inferred from section 3.6, WSN research must tackle hetero-
geneity almost from scratch. New classes of resource-constrained embedded
system devices should be clearly identified, defining frontiers between nodes
with different characteristics and capabilities (e.g. motes, RFIDs, MEMS).
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As technology rapidly evolves, tending for miniaturization, these frontiers
are increasingly harder to define, bringing enormous challenges ahead.
WSN applications may require sensor/actuator nodes to measure differ-
ent physical parameters, implying heterogeneous sensing technology. Also,
the same physical quantity may be required to be measured by many WSN
nodes (for reliability purposes, or just because there is the need to extract the
minimum/average/maximum value of that parameter in a certain region), or
even by different types of sensors (“design diversity” for redundancy or accu-
racy purposes). The quantity and diversity of these sensing technologies will
bring important challenges (e.g. for hardware design, hardware abstraction
layers design, calibration).
Another challenge is how to tackle the interoperability between sensor/actuator-
level communication protocols. From past experience, there will be no “sin-
gle” standard for sensor/actuator-level communication protocols. Wireless
protocols such as IEEE 802.15.4, IEEE 802.15.6, ZigBee, 6loWPAN, Blue-
tooth Low Power, ISA SP100 or WirelessHART might need to interoperate
between them and also with wired ones. Vertical integration of networks
at different hierarchical levels will also be a major challenge. Higher band-
width and more robust wired (e.g. ATM, Switched Ethernet) and wireless
(e.g. WiFi/WiGig, WiMAX, UWB) networks will have to interoperate with
sensor/actuator-level networks. Guaranteeing end-to-end QoS brings even
more complexity into WSN protocol design, i.e. satisfying throughput, delay,
reliability, security, energy-efficiency requirements across different network
tiers is not straightforward. Moreover, network planning/management tools
must tackle these heterogeneous systems in an efficient and straightforward
fashion.
Heterogeneity in WSN systems is also instantiated at the operating sys-
tems and programming language levels. Operating systems such as TinyOS,
Contiki, Mantis, nano-RK, ERIKA have been around for some time, each of
them with specific characteristics. So, it is likely that future WSN systems
(particularly at large-scale) might comprise computing devices running more
than one operating systems, leading to additional design complexity. The
same applies to programming languages/environments (e.g. nesC, C, JAVA)
and simulation/debugging tools.
Hosting/client equipment and HMIs are also likely to be quite heteroge-
neous. Wearable computing equipments are likely to be used in a panoply of
WSN applications (e.g. HMDs for industrial maintenance or mobile phones
in participatory/urban sensing). Other equipment, such as database servers,
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video-surveillance cameras, monitoring/control computers (industrial PCs,
PLCs, RCs) mobile robots or transportation vehicles, industrial machinery
(welding/painting/assembly robots, machine-tools, roller belts, cranes) will
rise the level of heterogeneity to unprecedented levels.
WSN systems wll probably have to support several applications and ser-
vices, imposing different QoS requirements which might dynamically change
depending on spatiotemporal issues (e.g. WSN system for building automa-
tion may control security/access control, fire/smoke alarm systems, HVAC
system, lights, doors, blinds, lifts/escalators, each of these with particu-
lar/dynamic requirements). Therefore, mechanisms such routing/MAC, ad-
mission control and scheduling, security, fault-tolerance or data aggregation
must be designed to encompass such heterogeneous applications and services.
The diversity of users (culture, technical skills) of a WSN system is also a
challenge for system designers, namely in what concerns HMIs, safety and
security requirements. Semantics should be further explored to ease the users
role.
4.7. Energy sustainability
Energy sources are ubiquitous in the environment [20][111], so it is reason-
able to consider that the energy required to permanently operate a WSN can
be obtained through energy harvesting. There are currently several methods
to harness energy from some of those sources. Nevertheless, some others are
neglected, mostly due to challenges raised by the low energy density or feasi-
bility of the energy harvesting method (e.g. ambient RF energy). All those
sources have in common their random nature, a characteristic that still dic-
tates the undesirable use of energy reservoirs, typically rechargeable batteries
or, more recently, ultracapacitors [112]. Based on the above remarks, several
approaches have to be exploited simultaneously, so that a system continues
to operate perennially.
As the power levels achieved by miniature harvesters are usually low, wire-
less sensor nodes must be prepared to harvest energy from all the available
energy sources surrounding it, in order to suffice nodes’ power requirements.
Moreover, in contrast to approaches that only attempt to minimize the energy
consumption of each node, software (e.g. algorithms, protocols) design must
also concern on adapting node-level system parameters (e.g. duty-cycling,
transmission power, sensing reliability, etc) such that a maximal efficiency is
obtained while respecting the energetic sustainability of the node.
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Figure 3: Survey: Non Functional Properties
Finally, another important issue is that nodes deployed in different places
will probably have different harvesting opportunities. This means that it is
absolutely necessary to align the workload allocation with the energy avail-
ability of each individual node. For that, network solutions and protocols
such as MAC and routing will have to be redesigned, so they can deal with
such changeable nodes and maintain the desired QoS.
5. Timeline
Non-functional properties (NFPs) are considered to be of paramount im-
portance to Cooperating Objects and Wireless Sensor Network systems. This
is reflected by the market analysis presented in [7] (Chapter 5) and also by
the answers to a recent survey (CONET questionnaire filled by academics
and industrialists). As already referred, heterogeneity, timeliness, reliabil-
ity/robustness, mobility, security and heterogeneity are quality-of-service
(QoS) properties that must be observed in all WSN systems and fulfilled
for each particular application in both individual and integrated perspec-
tives. Mobility is probably the only exception, in the sense that only some
WSN applications will require mobility support.
Figure (3) (source: [7], Section 6.2.3) reflects the answers in what con-
cerns how long it will take to get effective solutions for each NFP. The current
state-of-the-art and state-of-technology reveals a strong immatureness and a
clear lack of solutions (protocols, software/hardware architectures, technol-
ogy) in respect to these NFPs. Current real-world applications and even
research-oriented test-beds exist in a relatively small number and feature
just up to some hundreds of sensor/actuator nodes. Market studies (e.g. On
World) forecast mass deployments of WSN systems (sensor/actuator net-
works, pervasive Internet, smart environments) at a global scale, but this
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seems to be a vision that will see the light only in more than one decade.
Research on improving the timeliness, security and reliability/robustness
of WSN systems are still at a very early stage, particularly for the latter.
Scalability is being considered by researchers (e.g. algorithms, methodolo-
gies, protocols), but results are still either incomplete, immature and/or yet
to be validated through large-scale real-world applications. Almost no work
exists on supporting mobility (nodes, node clusters) in WSNs. While suc-
cessful results are not obtained using homogeneous WSN systems, it will be
hard (almost impossible) to support high levels of heterogeneity, such as the
coexistence and interoperability between heterogeneous hardware platforms,
network protocols, operating systems, middleware and applications.
Power Efficiency and Energy Harvesting (which we fit into “Energy Sus-
tainability”) have been considered separately ([7], Section 6.2.1). For the for-
mer, a major breakthrough is expected in a short to medium term, because
of the importance of this issue for the massive adoption of WSN technology
and systems. Energy Harvesting seems to be a harder problem that will
require more time to find solutions that can be widely used.
Even more difficult is to fulfil and balance all these NFP/QoS properties
at the same time, i.e. in a holistic perspective, since most of them are
contradictory (i.e. improving one of them may harm the others). While a
minimum level of maturity in each NFP must be reached, a bigger challenge
is to devise system/network dimensioning methodologies and tools that are
able to support system designers on balancing these properties in a way
that system/application requirements are met. This is why we preclude that
mature solutions to fulfil these QoS properties in a holistic fashion might
only be achieved in a decade or so.
6. Conclusion
As people increasingly depend on embedded computing systems, the qual-
ity of their service (QoS) is also of growing importance, particularly for Wire-
less Sensor Network (WSN) applications where humans, fauna, flora, the en-
vironment or any valuable good may be severely affected by their behavior.
However, the provision of QoS in WSNs is very challenging due to the
following problems: (1) the usually severe limitations of WSN nodes (e.g.
energy, computational and communication capabilities and security); (2) the
harsh nature of the environments (impacting e.g. node lifetime, communi-
cation reliability); (3) the large-scale nature of most WSNs (impacting e.g.
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timeliness, reliability, security); (4) the high interdependency between QoS
properties (as they are often contradictory).
This paper aimed at identifying the most important non-functional prop-
erties that affect the overall quality of the service provided to the users -
scalability, heterogeneity, timeliness, reliability, security, mobility and energy
sustainability - outlining their relevance, state-of-the-art and future research
directions.
The bigger challenge seems to be how to achieve an optimal trade-off
between QoS metrics, according to the QoS requirements imposed by each
application. We envision that the solution is to conceive models, method-
ologies and tools for network and system planning and dimensioning, based
on (multicriteria) optimization techniques. System designers must have soft-
ware tools for automatically setting each and every property, parameter and
mechanism of the system, trying to fulfill and balance all QoS properties. We
preclude that this will only be possible in a decade or so. Enough mature-
ness must first be achieved in each individual QoS property before holistic
solutions may see the light.
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